
DROP- OFF GUIDE 
UNIFORM ACCEPTED FROM JUNE 2023 

AGSV
All current AGSV (Saturday Sport) uniforms 

ACADEMIC UNIFORM
ITEM SIZE
Girls Navy Slacks (Riv/Bay/Gr/Fr All Sizes
Girls Navy Uniform Shorts (All campus)
Long Sleeve White Shirts Girls and boys all sizes 

SPORT
Rugby Jumpers
ELC skivvy
House Tops - New style only  (ie new design like Clark 

& Johnston) 
Dance Leggings

ACCESSORIES
Olympic Sport Bag
School Bags Must be newer style with rounded 

pockets in excellent condition
Satchels & Library Bags
Scarf
Beanie
Baseball Cap
Swim Bag
Bucket Hat 
Raincoats 

Acceccories that we cannot take 
•Bathers unless BNWT
•Belts
•School shoes
•Smocks
•Socks
•Trolley Bags 

We appreciate that there have been many items removed from the list. This is to 
accommodate the changes to uniform in 2024 keeping in mind our current stock 
levels, Noone pricing of current uniforms and our need to accomodate new stock 
from late 2024.



If you have any queries on items please email us at 
pandfshop@mentonegrammar.net

It is essential that the following guide be used prior to dropping garments for consignment. 

WE DO NOT ACCEPT CHARITY DONATIONS- you will need to dispose of these 
garments yourself. There are some places that will turn uniforms into rags for a small 
charge.

DROP-OFF FORMS  
Must be placed in bag with garments. Multiple bags - we prefer a form in each bag. We 
can photocopy for you at shop, on request at drop off. The form can be downloaded from 
this page on website.

SECONDHAND BUT IN GREAT CONDITION
We appreciate that garments are secondhand so there will be some minor wear.  Please 
check your garments carefully as we have limited time for processing and taking to the 
charity venue and limited space for accumulating garments we cannot sell. 

Below items are not negotiable - these garments cannot be sold. Even if your child is still 
wearing such items it does not mean we will be able to sell them on.

•Unwashed garments 
•Tears
•Holes  
•Seams undone / broken
•Broken loose clasps
•Excessive Pilling 
•Excessive Snags 
•Worn elastic in waistbands and knitted collars
•Perspiration or collar stains
•Broken zips 
•Faded logos / collars (look for navy logos and collars that have gone purple)
•Ink stains 
•Thin well worn garments 
•Cracked “Mentone” letters or logos on items 
•Garments not purchased through Noone originally 
•Unprofessional mending - ie hems taken up poorly 
•Whites that have gone yellow or grey

All garments must be presented washed and clean with pockets emptied. We receive an 
enormous amount of dirty clothing that in some cases might be saleable if they were not 
dirty.

Our volunteers greatly appreciate you taking time to check your garments 
thoroughly - we know sometimes things can escape notice but in general checking 
for the above will save us so much time. 


